I9o	BEYOND HORIZONS
reached Gatchina on April 15 and waited there, Kings Bay being
not quite ready for her.
Among other things, the Aero Club, which had charge o£ all
general arrangements, had provided us with an elaborate weather-
reporting service—the best any polar expedition had had up to
that time. It even included an expert on electrical static—Dr.
Behounek, of Prague. Our chief meteorologist was Dr. Malmgren,
a Norwegian. Malmgren was an Arctic type. He had gone on so
many scientific expeditions into the North and had lived so many
years of his life in danger and solitude that he had developed
chronic polar nerves. During the crossing he would sit in his place
in the crowded car looking out of his window, oblivious to every-
thing but his job. To get his attention in the noise of the engines, I
leaned over once or twice and touched his shoulder. Each time he
jumped as if I had fired off a gun beside his ear. Poor Malmgren
was one of those who perished in the Italia disaster two years later.
On a flight such as ours, over the top of the world in an air-
ship, the weather would be perhaps the most vital factor in either
success or failure. It was therefore necessary that the expedition
have the most expert weather bureau possible to procure. It
operated in two sections. Malmgren himself flew with the Norge.
His assistants remained at Kings Bay gathering and relaying
weather reports from all over the earth. As these came to the air-
ship by radio, Malmgren corrected a weather map on a small black-
board attached to the wall of the radio-room behind his seat. Thus
we always had an up-to-the-minute picture of the weather which
the navigator had only to turn round to see. The ground force
used the radio of the Heimdal, which was more powerful than
the shore station at Kings Bay. When we were in flight, they sent
messages to us direct, but these same signals were also picked up
and relayed by the powerful Norwegian wireless station at
Stavanger. I may note here that until the airship's radio iced up
when approaching the Alaskan coast, all these messages came
through regularly. At every moment we knew what weather to
expect ahead.
By the middle of April this service was functioning at Kings
Bay. Twice a day the expedition was receiving weather reports
from a ring of stations surrounding the Arctic—from Alaska,

